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FEATURE
ARTICLE
Tom Dahlin &
Donald Krantz

Wireless Data Link

t

As part of U of MN’s
team of researchers
and developers, Tom
and Don are working
on a miniature, selfcontained robot. Their
experience lead to a
short-range wireless
data link design that
you may modify for
your own applications.
So, get ready to scout
for helpful details.
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110-mm long. The robot is shown in
Photo 1. (For additional information,
see the “Key Specifications for Scout
Robot” sidebar.) Scout carries a
miniature video camera and video
transmitter, allowing you to tele-operate the robot by sending it steering
commands while watching video
images sent back from Scout. The
video transmitter and data transceiver
contained on the robot are separate
devices, operating at 915 and
433MHz, respectively. Also contained
on Scout are dual-axis magnetometers
(for compass functions) and dual-axis
accelerometers (for tilt/inclination
measurement).
One of Scout’s unique features is its
ability to hop. Not frequency hop, but
physically hop. This allows the robot
to drive up to an obstacle and leap
over it. Scout accomplishes this feat
by using an onboard winch to retract
a spring tail and then quickly release
it. The tail slaps the ground and the
robot flies into the air. By using the
wheels to control the prerelease tilt
angle of the robot and the accelerometers to measure it, the robot’s flight
trajectory can be varied from shallow
to nearly vertical.
Packing all of that hardware into a
small area was no easy task. In order
to get any height to the hop, a lot of
energy had to be put into the spring
tail. The winch mechanism has to be
strong enough to cock the spring,
which means it has to be beefy, which

his article will
describe the hardware and software
design and implementation of a low-power, wireless RF data
link. We will discuss a robotic application in which the RF link facilitates
the command and control functions
of a tele-operated miniature robot.
The RF Monolithics (RFM) TR-3000
chip is the core of the transceiver
design. We use a straightforward
interface to a PIC controller, so you
should be able to use or
adapt much of this application for your needs.
We are part of a team of
researchers and developers led by Dr. Nikos
Papanikolopoulos at
University of Minnesota’s
Center for Distributed
Robotics. Our mission for
this DARPA-sponsored
project was to develop a
miniature, self-contained
robot for distributed
robotics applications.
The robot, called Scout,
is packed in a 38-mm
diameter tube with coaxi- Photo 1—The robot measures a little over 4″. Designed for tele-operated
remote surveillance, it contains a video camera and transmitter. Scout
al-mounted wheels at
can hop over obstacles by hoisting its tail spring (shown extended) and
each end, approximately
quickly releasing it to slap the ground and propel the robot into the air.
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Figure 1—For the radio processor board, a PIC16F877
provides the horsepower to perform transceiver control,
Manchester encoding, and packet formatting.

requires more energy to lift, which
means more energy put into the
spring, which requires a stronger
winch…. Designing the mechanism is
an exercise in optimizing a positive
feedback system.
The electronic packaging has to
wrap around the space claimed by the
electromechanical components and
video camera. Scout’s winch and camera occupy the central part of the
robot and are mounted to a circuit
board containing Scout’s main processor, a PIC16F877. This board is
mounted horizontally within the tube
with two round end cap boards
attached at right angles, one at each
end. One of these boards contains the
magnetometers and accelerometers
and the other contains another PIC
serving as a radio controller.
The radio RF board stacks onto the
radio processor board, and power supply boards stack onto the radio and
magnetometer boards. Finally, end
caps containing lithium battery cells
and wheel servo motors stack onto
the power supplies. A polycarbonate
tube holds everything together.
Obviously, we could write an entire
article about the robot. Actually,
there are research papers that discuss
Scout [1, 2] and more are in progress;
check the University of Minnesota
web site for links to these and other
published works. Now, let’s get back
to the subject of our article, the wireless data link.
www.circuitcellar.com

PIC is only able to keep up with a
2400-bps encoding rate using our data
encoding scheme.
The radio board hardware is a copy
of the RFM development kit design,
repackaged for our application. We
required a lower data rate than the
development kit supported. So, we
had to recalculate component values.
We also stripped out many of the
development kit components that
were unnecessary in our application.
These unnecessary components were
in the manufacturer’s design to
demonstrate and support all of the
capabilities of the chip, however, we
wanted kept the design as simple as
possible. There was limited time to
pull off this effort, so it was best not
to stray far from a proven design.

HARDWARE ARCHITECTURE
Scout’s hardware and software were
designed to be modular. The wireless
data link is physically partitioned
onto two separate boards, one containing a PIC processor for radio control, message formatting, and data
encoding (see Figure 1). The other
board contains the RF hardware, consisting of the RFM TR3000 chip and
supporting discrete components (see
Figure 2). By separating the two
boards, we were able to keep the digital noise and trash away from the
radio. Although unnecessary, we
could have wrapped a little metal
shield around the radio.
The PIC processor hardware design
is minimal. The PIC16F877 provides
8 KB of flash programmable program
memory, and 368 bytes of RAM in a
surface-mount package. Obviously, a
socketed part was out of the question
because of space constraints. The
radio controller PIC’s hardware UART
lines are connected directly to the
corresponding pins on the Scout’s
main PIC processor for a tightly
linked asynchronous serial interface.
On the radio side, we used discrete
PIC lines to connect to the RFM
chip’s TxD, RxD, and two control
lines. The radio controller PIC uses an
8-MHz crystal, providing low-power
(approximately 2- to 4-mA) operation.
The choice of crystal frequency was a
trade-off between power consumption
and data bandwidth. At 8 MHz, the
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

TRANSCEIVER CHIP
The radio transmit and receive
functions are done by a single integrated circuit and a handful of passive
components. The transceiver is the
TR3000 ASH (amplified sequenced
hybrid). The transceiver package is
0.28″ × 0.40″, making it possible to
package the device into tiny spaces,
such as this robot, a PDA, or pen.
The transceiver requires a 3-VDC
power source, and draws 6 mA when
transmitting and between 2 and 7 mA
when receiving (depending on configuration). It is a single-channel device
with a fixed frequency (433.92 MHz).
The TR3000 can use either ASK
(amplitude shift keying) or OOK
(on/off keying) modulation, depending
on setup. It solves many of the problems associated with amplitude modulation schemes by using a narrowband SAW filter in the receive chain
to reject interference.

TRANSCEIVER CHIP OPERATION
The heart of the transceiver is the
amplifier sequenced receiver section,
which provides more than 90 dB of
stable RF and detector gain without
requiring special shielding or decoupling provisions. Stability is achieved
by distributing the total RF gain over
time. This is in contrast to a superheterodyne receiver, which achieves
stability by distributing RF gain over
multiple frequencies.
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Figure 2—An RFM TR3000 device handles all of the RF dirty work, requiring
only a handful of discrete components.

Let’s take a closer look at this
amplifier sequencing because it’s confusing at first. Referring to the receiver and timing block diagrams (Figures
3a and b, respectively), note that the
incoming signal is first filtered by a
narrowband SAW filter. The output of
this filter is then fed to the first of
two RF amplifiers, RFA1, which is
followed by a delay line, and RFA2.
A pulse generator module independently controls these amplifiers. The
SAW delay line connecting them has
a delay of approximately 0.5 µs. The
pulse generator first turns on RFA1
for approximately 0.5 µs via pulse P1.
The delayed output from the delay
line starts to become available just as
RFA1 is turning off, at which time
RFA2 is pulsed on by P2 for approximately 0.5 µs. Thus, the incoming
signal sees the effect of two stages of
amplification.
The system is inherently a sampling type, and the sample width
(duration RFA1 is on) is chosen such
that you get at least 10 samples over
the narrowest RF input pulse. For
example, the 2400-bps rate used by
the robot has a 416-µs bit time, or a
minimum pulse width of 208 µs. If a
minimum of 10 samples is to be
obtained, set the sampling interval to
about 20 µs. This interval and the
width of the pulses are determined by
the external resistors Prate and
Pwidth (Rx and Ry, respectively).
Now, take a closer look at the internals of the transceiver (see Figure 4).
The RF interface to the chip is via the
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antenna connection, pin 20. The
antenna series matching coil RFIO
and the shunt tuning/ESD protection
choke go between the antenna and
chip. By adjusting the values of each,
it is possible to match antennas that
are outside of the nominal 50-Ω
impedance the chip wants to see.
The incoming signal is filtered and
amplified as it passes through the
chain leading to RFA2’s output. The
signal is now fed to a detector to fullwave rectify the signal. The output of
the detector is fed into a low-pass
gyrator filter whose bandwidth can be
adjusted from 4.5 kHz to 1.8 MHz via
resistor RLPF. The low-pass filter’s
output is then connected to a base
band amplifier. The output of this
amplifier is brought out to a pin so
that coupling capacitor CBBO can be
used to AC couple the signal to the
data slicer comparators DS1 and DS2
and the peak detector.
The data slicers convert the analog
signal from the coupling capacitor
back into a bitstream. You can use
either of the two available slicers.
DS1 is the simplest, a basic threshold
type. DS2 is more complex, comparing the incoming signal to a threshold
value that can be set up to 12 dB
below the signal’s peak level as
detected by the peak detector block.
The peak detector’s output rises rapidly to follow the incoming signal but
decays slowly (1:1000 ratio, set by
CPKD). Resistors RTH1, RTH2, and
RREF set up the various comparator
thresholds. RFM suggests using DS1
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

for low-signal to noise applications, so
that’s what we used. Leave out RTH2
to disable DS2.
The ASH transceiver also contains
an AGC function to extend the
dynamic range of the receiver. This
allows a pair of transceivers to communicate while in proximity without
the transmitted signals overloading
the receivers. If a saturation condition
is detected in the first RF amplifier
(RFA1), an AGC set signal is produced, which causes the AGC control
block to select a 5-dB gain mode for
RFA1. This is 30 dB less than the normal 35-dB gain of RFA1. The AGC
comparator will send a reset signal to
restore the high gain mode when the
peak detector output falls below the
fixed reference voltage for DS1.
Capacitor CAGC prevents AGC chattering. We elected not to use the AGC
function and disabled it by connecting
the AGCCAP pin to VCC.
Now, let’s switch over to the transmitter side of the device. The SAW
delay line used in the receiver section
is reused as part of an oscillator in
conjunction with transmit amplifier
TXA1. The output of this stage is
connected to the buffer amplifier
TXA2, which is also used to apply
transmit modulation.
Two modulation schemes, OOK
and ASK, are supported by the chip.
During OOK, the transmitter output
is either fully on or off, depending on
the logic state of the bit being sent.
During ASK, the transmit power is
varied from fully on to a lower power
level. ASK modulation is required
when you want to use high data rates
(data pulses less than 30 µs). We used
the OOK modulation scheme.
The block labeled modulation and
bias control handles transmitter control and modulation selection. You
use pins CNTRL1 and CNTRL2 to
determine which of the four operation
modes you want. The three modes are
Receive, Transmit ASK, and Transmit
OOK/Sleep. These are CMOS-compatible inputs. The transmitter RF output voltage is proportional to the
input current to the TXMOD pin,
which modulates TXA2. A resistor in
series with TXMOD allows you to
adjust the transmitter power.
www.circuitcellar.com
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iron and wick the
solder up and
Detector and
under the device.
SAW
Data
SAW
low-pass
RFA2
RFA1
Delay line
out
Filter
filter
This, of course, is
P1
P2
for prototype and
Pulse generator
b)
debug construction. A steady
RF Data pulse
RF Input
hand is required.
tPW1
tPRI
A two-sided
P1
tPRC
board for the radio
RFA1 Out
works fine. We
used the backside
Delay line
of the board as a
out
ground plane, and
tPW2
placed the TR chip
P2
in the middle of
the component
Figure 3a—The receive section of the transceiver comprises a narrow band-pass
side. The physical
SAW filter, two gain stages, and an AM detector. A delay line temporally separates
the gain stages. The timing block diagram is shown in (b).
component layout
(see Photo 2) is
similar to the schematic representaHARDWARE CONSTRUCTION
tion. Most of the chip’s pins go to
When building the radio, you have
either ground or VCC, either directly or
to lay out and use a PCB because of
the RFM chip packaging and need for
through a resistor or capacitor.
a good ground plane. The chip comes
Therefore, you can place these disin a 20-pin SMT package with the
crete components close to the pin
pads located under the package. They
they connect to and tie the other end
do not protrude beyond the edge of
to ground or VCC with a via.
the package. There is no DIP or leadThe processor board has a four-layer
ed version of the device because of
construction like most of our PIC
the high-frequency operation.
designs. This allows a good ground
In order to solder the device to your
plane and a clean, well-bypassed VCC.
board, you need to do an SMT solder
This is important to prevent digital
paste reflow operation or cheat as we
noise from messing up the radio.
did. The cheating way is to lay out
your pads so that they extend a little
ANTENNA CONSIDERATIONS
from under the chip. Then, you can
A key part of a wireless system
touch them with a fine-tip soldering
design is the antenna. Whenever pos-

sible, you want to locate the antenna
on the outside of your product, away
from metal objects that can untune it,
and as far above ground as possible.
With our robot application, we had
two strikes against us. We operated at
ground level and had to integrate the
antenna into Scout’s plastic shell,
directly over several motors and batteries. Our solution was to design an
end-fed antenna, approximately onequarter wave in length, out of copper
tape. We started with a theoretically
correct design and trimmed the tape
with a razor for a good impedance
match. This was done using a network analyzer.
You should try to design the product with the antenna on the outside
of the unit. To make regulatory compliance easier, it should be fixed to
the product and not have a connector.
This is so that you can’t substitute a
yagi array with 20 dB of gain. We also
advise you to locate the antenna far
away from you if the product is worn
on your body or hand-held. RFM provides a reference antenna design, so
the company’s web site is a good
place to start.

Antenna

a)

TX
IN

CN CN
TRL1 TRLO

VCC1: Pin 2
VCC2: Pin 16
GND1: Pin 1
GND2: Pin 10
GND3: Pin 19
RREF: Pin 11
CMPIN: Pin 6

RTXM
TXMOD

8
17 18
Modulation and
bias control

TXA2
Antenna
RFIO

SAW
20 CR Filter

Power down
control

RADIO SOFTWARE
The complexity of software for the
radio link falls somewhere between
analog signal processing for modem
communication and protocol development for serial asynchronous
links. If you have written software

Figure 4—The complete block diagram of the RFM3000 transceiver shows transmit, receive, and detection functions.
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to process analog signals such as
speech, RF, or modems, you will find
the RFM hardware easy to use. If you
have never ventured away from
direct-connect digital communication,
such as RS-232 or TCP/IP (above the
protocol stack), you’re in for an ugly
surprise.
The digital base band signal coming
out of the RFM receiver is full of
noise, asymmetric waveforms, and
other annoyances. The link layer software must be designed to operate reliably in the face of these complications. Be warned: This software
implementation has only a modest
amount of error detection capability
built-in. Before using this type of
implementation for critical applications, you need to add a significant
amount of overhead to reduce errors.
We describe here a reference implementation for a simple multi-station,
master-slave packet protocol. We’ll
suggest a few enhancements later.
The RFM software designer’s guide
has nice signal and timing diagrams
and an excellent in-depth discussion
of many of the issues involved with
designing RF software. [3] The guide
also has an implementation of an
alternative communications protocol
for the 8051 family.

SOFTWARE DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS
The receiver hardware doesn’t supply a carrier-detect signal, which
means that the decoding software
needs to be able to pick out a message
from the constant stream of random
noise present when there is no transmitter within range. In addition, this
means that it is difficult to determine
when another station is transmitting
a message if you want to arbitrate
access to the spectrum with other
transmitting stations.
The system sensitivity is significantly improved if the transmitted
signal is DC-balanced. This means
that no matter what data is being
sent, the average time the transmitter
is on and off is the same (always 50%
on, 50% off) over relatively short
averaging windows. The windows are
on the order of 10 to 20 bit times,
preferably less.
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System performance is improved if
the narrowest pulse width in the
transmitted signal is not much different in size than the widest pulse
width. This lets the hardware designer use better and more selective filters
in the receiver.
Given these constraints, it isn’t
practical to just hook up a hardware
UART to each end of the radio link.
The random RF noise will continuously trigger the receiver to start.
Also, the signal won’t be DC-balanced
without additional software encoding.
Finally, many UARTs cannot tolerate
the bit edge jitter that is usually present in the received data. Therefore, it
is necessary to either get a special
radio UART or encode the data in
software. We used software encoding
in order to save hardware dollars and
power consumption.
There are two common data encoding schemes that can be used for systems like this (can be implemented in
hardware or software). The more efficient scheme uses 12-bit symbols to
encode each 8-bit data byte. Given all
possible bit patterns representable in
12 bits, there are more than enough
with six ones and six zeros to assign
one to each possible 8-bit value.
Because each 12-bit symbol is DCbalanced (has the same number of
ones and zeros), each entire transmission is DC-balanced. And,
because there are extra DC-balanced
12-bit symbols, you can choose symbols such that a 111111000000 symbol is never sent next to a
000000111111 symbol. So the widest
pulse width can be limited to about
six bit times, and the narrowest is
one bit time.
A disadvantage of this scheme is
that after 12-bit symbols are assembled from the radio, they must be
decoded into their 8-bit equivalents
using a look-up table or similar decoding system. This is made easier by
breaking 8-bit data into 4-bit nibbles
and mapping them to 6-bit symbols,
which saves on look-up table size and
time at the expense of adding more
operations. The RFM software designer’s guide describes an implementation of this scheme for the Atmel
AT89C2051 microcontroller. [3]
www.circuitcellar.com
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The second common scheme
The header contains three
is called Manchester encoding.
bytes, a sequence number, to
The Manchester encoding
address, and from address. The
technique maps each data byte
destination uses the sequence
to a 2-bit symbol, typically
number to ensure that duplisymbols 10 and 01 representing
cate messages are ignored (a
data bits 1 and 0, respectively.
duplicate message can occur if
Using Manchester coding, mesan acknowledge from the destisages are DC-balanced at the
nation to the source is lost and
data bit level. The widest posthe source resends the original
sible pulse time is only 2-bits
message). The source uses the
long, and the narrowest is 1-bit
sequence number to determine
long (thus, a 2:1 ratio). Because
which message was acknowlthere is always a transition in
edged. Our implementation
the middle of each Manchester
uses the convention that a zero
symbol, the data clock is easy
address in the to field is a
to recover. We chose to use the
broadcast message to all slaves.
Photo 2—The radio transceiver chip is the large package in the middle of
the board. Supporting discrete components are placed conveniently near
Manchester encoding scheme
The data payload is 11-bytes
their connections to the transceiver chip.
for our data link.
long and free-form. Note that
Choosing a coding scheme is
any data may be contained in
only the first step. Although not
the payload.
allows the receiver software to synessential, it is almost always benefiThe error detection field is a 2-byte
chronize with the data clock by findcial to design a packet protocol for
CRC. Back in 1982 or so, Don lifted
ing the 1 → 0 transition in the
simple RF data links. We used a simthe algorithm and CRC polynomial
received data. In our case, this can
ple packet scheme whereby a master
from an 8080 assembly language verhappen in as little as one bit time.
station sends a packet to either a sinsion of Ward Christensen’s XMODEM
For a more robust system (one less
gle slave or to all slaves. In the case of
protocol. It’s been implemented seversusceptible to false triggering), several
a broadcast to one slave, the slave
al times since then and it now
perfect 1 symbols in a row may be
will respond with a return packet that
appears as a hybrid of C and PIC
required. This also would cause the
serves both as an acknowledgment of
assembly language.
receiver to reject more good messages.
receipt and a method to return data to
The error detection covers the headRemember that the RFM chip has no
the master from the slave.
er and the data payload bytes. A valid
carrier detect capability. In many digiWe do not allow more than one
CRC assures you that the received
tal RF systems, carrier detect is used
master on the network, and we do not
message is probably intact (odds are
to gate the receiver logic when huntallow slaves to initiate a broadcast.
better than the 1 in 65536 implied by
ing for synchronization. Without carThe reason is that there is no way to
the 16-bit number because errors are
rier detect, you see a stream of ranavoid occasional collisions among stanot typically randomly distributed).
dom noise and often a valid 1 foltions initiating messages. This probHowever, if using this for a critical
lowed by a valid 0, which results in
lem is shared by many protocols, and
application, you should add better
falsely detecting a start of packet. If
there are lots of ways to recover from
error detection.
the triggering threshold is raised by
collisions, but collision sensing and
requiring multiple perfect ones, the
recovery algorithms complicate the
probability of false triggers is reduced
SOFTWARE IMPLEMENTATION
software more than what we need for
(but not eliminated).
The software is written in a combiour application. Most books about
A start bit follows the sync preamnation of Byte Craft PIC-C and PIC
networking have several algorithms
ble. This is a single 0 bit, and its sole
assembly languages. It is written in
for designing multiple-access netpurpose in life is to divide the end of
the tradition of the CP/M user’s group
works. (Later in the article, we’ll disthe sync preamble from the data in
of the late 1970s and early 1980s (“It
cuss a method for sensing activity on
the packet. Figure 5 shows the packet
was hard to write, it should be hard to
the network.)
preamble graphically.
understand.”) We chose to sample
Each packet begins with a sync preThe packet data is 16-bytes long.
each Manchester bit eight times, and
amble. The preamble is a series of 1
We chose this length to make it fit
even with optimized assembly lanManchester symbols that has two
easily into the banked data RAM of
guage we can only manage a burst
purposes. First, the sync preamble
the earlier PIC chips (the first implerate of about 600 bps. Using a 50trains the bit slicer in the receiver to
mentation of this protocol was writMHz Scenix SX, we ran this algothe proper DC level. Depending on
ten for the SX processor, which looks
rithm much faster (9600-bps burst
the filter parameters used by the hardlike a PIC12C5x family device). The
rate). Most of the interesting software
ware designer, this should take eight
packet data consists of a header, data
is available on Circuit Cellar’s web
to 16 symbol times. And second, it
payload, and error detection.
site in radioisr.c.
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register contains a
pretty good 1, the
count will be seven
Transmitter off
or maybe six. If it’s
Start
a perfect 0, the
Sync preamble
Start of packet data
bit
count will be zero.
A pretty good 0 will
Figure 5—The packet preamble shows Manchester encoded ones and zeros.
have a count of one
or maybe two.
The rest of the software is straightThe software is structured to run
forward. The only part whose functhe receiver decoding and transmitter
tion may not be obvious is called
encoding at interrupt level. The
rf_rx_line_up_edge. Its function is to
timer0 interrupt is set up to execute
look for the clock edge in the middle
at 4800 Hz. The receiver software
of the Manchester symbol. If the
uses a simple state machine with six
clock edge in an otherwise perfect
states. Initially, the state machine is
symbol is found shifted one way or
set to hunt for sync.
the other, this function shifts it back.
During the sync hunt state, the
This is an unintelligent method, but
receiver is sampled during each interit can be improved by integrating
rupt and a bit is shifted into one end
errors over several bits before making
of an 8-bit register. After the shift, we
a correction.
look at the shift register to find a perfect 1 symbol, which looks like binary 11110000. Whenever this pattern is
SOFTWARE ENHANCEMENTS
detected (it will happen for noise as
There are many ways this implewell as for real 1 bits), the state is set
mentation can be improved with
to wait for eight interrupts (still samrespect to particular applications. For
pling and shifting but doing nothing
example, network sensing can be simelse) and then look again. If it’s another pretty good 1 symbol, we wait
eight more interrupts and repeat. If
it’s a pretty good 0 symbol, we switch
state into Data Acquisition mode.
We measure “pretty good” by looking at the bit pattern in the shift register and comparing it to an ideal 1. A
perfect 1 has the binary bit pattern
11110000 in the shift register.
However, if the waveform is not symmetric or if the data recovery clock is
not well phased, a 1 can easily look
like 1110000x or x1111000. If there’s
a little bit of RF noise, a 1 can look
like 10110000, 11010000, 11110100,
or 10110010.
Combining noise and clock phase
jitter results in more patterns. It’s difficult to find all of the patterns that
would be a pretty good 1 or 0 and
compare them to the shift register. A
look-up table can be used but is
bulky, and 256-byte look-up tables are
messy in PIC implementations.
So, you examine each bit position
in the shift register. Count how many
shift register bits correspond to a perfect 1. If the register contains a perfect 1, the count will be eight. If the
Transmitter on
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ulated to reduce collisions in a multiple-access network (but, note that
even hardware carrier detection is not
100% certain to avoid collisions).
A simple yet reliable network sensing scheme is to simply look at the
state of the receive software. If not in
state 0 (sync hunt state), then wait to
transmit. This will always prevent
transmitting over a valid incoming
message after the first sync bit is
detected, but it will also prevent
transmitting during false noise triggers. In some respects, the false noise
triggers is a benefit, because if frequent enough they will simulate the
random back off used in several multiple-access networking schemes.
Another potential enhancement is
better error detection. A higher order
CRC can be used to reduce the
chance of accepting a damaged message. Anyone math-challenged, be
sure to use an established CRC polynomial (and observe that the CCITT16 polynomial is shifted one bit),
because not all polynomials of the
same order give equivalent results.
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VIDEO & 520 WATT SPEAKERS WITH SUBWOOFER
MAKE THIS THE ULTIMATE ENTERTAINMENT SYSTEM!

• Intel Pentium 4 Processor
• 256MB PC800 RAMBUS
• 60GB UDMA Hard Drive
• 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive
• 12X DVD CD-ROM
• Creative Labs CDRW 32x12x10
• 1 Parallel, 2 Serial, 2 USB ports
• 19"KDS .26 V195 Monitor
• ATI Rage Fury Max 64MB AGP Video Card
• P4 Industrial Tower & 300W PS
• Yamaha Sound Card & 520 WATT Speakers
• Windows ME, Microsoft Intellimouse & Keyboard
• 56K v.90 Lucent PCI Modem w/Fax & Voicemail

$1659

1.3GHz
1.4GHz
1.5GHz
1.7GHz

ITEM #3172
ITEM #3173
ITEM #3174

PRODUCE, COMPILE & BURN! A COMPLETE P4
WORKSTATION WITH 17” MONITOR, 40GB HD & CDRW.

• Intel Pentium 4 Processor
• 128MB PC800 RAMBUS
• 40GB UDMA Hard Drive
• 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive
• Creative Labs CDRW
• 1 Parallel, 2 Serial, 2 USB ports
• 17" .27 1280x1024 Monitor
• ATI Xpert 2000 32MB AGP Video Adapter
• P4 Industrial Tower & 300W PS
• Yamaha Sound System & 120WATT Speakers
• Windows '98, Logitech PS/2 Mouse & Keyboard
• 56K v.90 Lucent PCI Modem w/Fax & Voicemail

$1159

Add

$1659
$1699
$1859

Microsoft Office
Professional
for only

Call

• Intel Pentium III Processor
• 256MB 133MHz SDRAM
• 40GB UDMA Hard Drive
• 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive
• 50X CD-ROM
• ATX Professional Tower Chassis
• 1 Parallel, 2 Serial, 2 USB ports
• 17" .27 1280x1024 Monitor
• ATI Xpert 2000 32MB AGP Video Adapter
• Yamaha Sound System & 120 WATT Spkrs
• Windows '98, Logitech PS/2 Mouse & Keyboard
• Netgear 10/100 PCI Ethernet Card

Wo monito

w/17

733EB PIII ITEM #2880
800EB PIII ITEM #2941
866EB PIII ITEM #2942
933EB PIII ITEM #3044
1GHz PIII ITEM #3072

$279
$329
$349
$369
$399

800EB PIII ITEM #3108
866EB PIII ITEM #3109
933EB PIII ITEM #3110
1GHz PIII ITEM #3111

$749
$769
$789
$829
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$219

Call for a quote
on your

Dream Computer

• Intel Celeron Processor
• Configurable Flash BIOS & APM
• 128K Cache
• Supports RAM up to 512MB
• 1.44MB 3.5" Floppy Disk Drive
• UDMA 4HD & 2FD controller
• 3 32-bit PCI slots
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel, 2 USB & PS/2 port
• Professional ATX Tower Case
• 250 WATT ATX Power Supply
• 104-Key PS/2 keyboard
• Integrated Audio & Video
600MHz PIICi ITEM #3020
667MHz PIICi ITEM #3021
700MHz PIICi ITEM #3071
733MHz PIICi ITEM #3124
766MHz PIICi ITEM #3125

• Intel Pentium 4 Processor
• 128MB PC800 RAMBUS
• 40GB UDMA Hard Drive
• 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive
• 50X CD-ROM
• 1 Parallel, 2 Serial, 2 USB ports
• 32MB AGP Video Adapter
• P4 Industrial Tower & 300W PS
• Windows 2000, Logitech PS/2 Mouse & Keyboard
• Netgear 10/100 PCI Ethernet Card
1.3GHz
1.4GHz
1.5GHz
1.7GHz

RAM
MB
2 5 6 GB HD
& 40

$219
$229
$239
$249
$259

40950 Encyclopedia Circle
Fremont, California 94538
© June 2001

DreamTech

Call

Dream XS2000

$719

800EB PIII ITEM #3146
866EB PIII ITEM #3147
933EB PIII ITEM #3148
1GHz PIII ITEM #3149

$719
$739
$759
$799

plus

PowerDesigner+

NOW WITH 256MB RAM, 40GB HARD
DRIVE, & 32MB VGA.
A POWERFUL SYSTEM WITHOUT
UNNECESSARY EXTRAS. PERFECT FOR
TODAYS DEMANDING APPLICATIONS.

• Intel PIII Processor
• 256MB 133MHz SDRAM
• 40GB UDMA Hard Drive
Add WIndows ‘98,
• 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive
mouse, speakers,
& modem for
• 50X CD-ROM
$149.
• ATX Professional Tower Chassis
• 1 Parallel, 2 Serial, 2 USB ports
• 32MB AGP Video Adapter
• Yamaha Sound System

800EB PIII ITEM #3152
866EB PIII ITEM #3153
933EB PIII ITEM #3154
1GHz PIII ITEM #3155

$599
$619
$639
$679

(510) 353-1800
To order,
call toll free:

OR FAX (510) 353-0990

1-800-A DREAMER
1-800-237-3263

SINCE 1983

www.dreamtech.com

ITEM #3143

RELIABLE, POWERFUL WORKSTATION AT
AN UNBELIEVABLY LOW PRICE. WITH 40GB
HD & 32MB VIDEO CARD!

Experience your Dream Computer

@

$ 959
$ 999
$1099

ITEM #3156
ITEM #3139

• Intel Pentium III Processor
• 256MB 133MHz SDRAM
• 40GB UDMA Hard Drive
• 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive
• 50X CD-ROM
• 1 Parallel, 2 Serial, USB & PS/2 Port
• ATI Xpert 2000 32MB AGP Video Adapter
• Sound System & 120 WATT Speakers
• Windows '98, Logitech PS/2 Mouse & Keyboard
• 56K v.90 Lucent PCI Modem w/Fax & Voicemail
• ATX Professional Tower Chassis

Add an HP DeskJet 840C
color printer
for only $109

WITH CASE, POWER SUPPLY, MAIN BOARD, CPU, FLOPPY DRIVE &
KEYBOARD. A SOLID FOUNDATION FOR YOUR DREAM COMPUTER.

$959

NETWORK-READY WITH WINDOWS
2000 PROFESSIONAL & NETWORK
ADAPTER FOR UNBEATABLE
BROADBAND PERFORMANCE.

Call

$749

$869
$889
$909
$939

DesignerDreams
• Intel Pentium III Processor
• Configurable Flash BIOS & APM
• 256K L2 Cache
• Supports RAM up to 1GB
• 1.44MB 3.5" Floppy Disk Drive
• UDMA 100 4HD & 2FD controller
• 5 32-bit PCI, 1 ISA, & 1 4X AGP slot
• 2 Serial, 1 Parallel, 2 USB & PS/2 port
• Professional ATX Tower Case
• 250 WATT ATX Power Supply
• 104-Key PS/2 keyboard
• Integrated Audio

ITEM #3171

Dream Generation 4

$1159
$1199
$1359

• Intel Pentium III Processor
• 128MB 133MHz SDRAM
• 30GB UDMA Hard Drive
• 3.5" 1.44MB Floppy Drive
• Creative Labs CDRW
• ATX Professional Tower Chassis
• 1 Parallel, 2 Serial, 2 USB ports
• ATI Xpert 2000 32MB AGP Video Adapter
• Yamaha Sound System & 120 WATT Spkrs
• Windows '98, Logitech PS/2 Mouse & Keyboard
• 56K v.90 Lucent PCI Modem w/Fax & Voicemail

$869
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ITEM #3169
ITEM #3170

CREATE AUDIO & DATA CDs WITH EASE!
CREATIVE LABS CDRW & 30GB HD DELIVERS
HIGH PERFORMANCE ON A BUDGET.

THIS POPULAR CONFIGURATION IS PROVEN
RELIABLE & VERSATILE! NOW WITH 40GB HD,
32MB SVGA, 17” MONITOR & MORE !

800EB PIII ITEM #3162
866EB PIII ITEM #3163
933EB PIII ITEM #3164
1GHz PIII ITEM #3165

$299

1.3GHz
1.4GHz
1.5GHz
1.7GHz

Dream XSRW

Dream Netstation

y
t-Bu

Dream Producer 4

e-mail sales@dreamtech.com

M-F 10AM to 6PM PST

Copyright Circuit Cellar, Inc. Not for reprint. Subscribe: http://circuitcellar.com/subscription/

Key Specifications for Scout Robot

Here are some key specifications for the scout robot (a) and its internal data radio (b). For more information, visit
the University of Minnesota web site listed in the Resource section.
a)

b)

Size
Weight
Propulsion
Power
Payload
Sensors
Special feature

Approximately 38 × 110 mm
250 grams
Geared DC servo motors, one per wheel
Eight Lithium batteries, Kodak K58L
CMOS video camera and 915-MHz video transmitter
Dual-axis magnetometer, dual-axis accelerometers
Ability to hop by winding up a spring steel tail and releasing it to slap the floor

Operating frequency
Modulation
Antenna impedance
Data rate
Transmit power
Typical range
Power supply

433.92 MHz (fixed)
OOK (on/off keying)
50 Ω
2.4 kbps
Approximately 1 mW
Up to 50 m
2.7 to 3.5 VDC

Alternatively, signature bytes can be
added at various points in the data
packet, which can also increase the
error detection percentage.
You can move beyond better error
detection into error detection and correction by trading bandwidth.
Although beyond the scope of this
article, Hamming codes can correct
all 1-bit errors and detect all 2-bit
errors in bytes. Furthermore, by using
time-dispersal coding (TDC) as well
as Hamming codes, you can recover
from the burst errors that are common to RF data communication.

COMPLIANCE ISSUES
Any device that intentionally radiates RF requires regulatory compliance of some sort. If you are a hobbyist and just want to mess around in
the experimental mode, you probably
don’t have to worry much, as long as
you use the basic design presented
here and a one-quarter wave antenna.
All bets are off if you add a power
amp and/or a high gain antenna.
If you’re working on a product
application that eventually will be
mass-produced and sold, you need to
be cognizant of applicable U.S. and
worldwide regulatory compliance
issues. For U.S. and European markets, certification testing is required
in an open field range with 3 m separating the device and receiver (spectrum analyzer) antenna. There are
numerous labs in all parts of the
www.circuitcellar.com

software since 1978 and programming
since ’69. He has a Ph.D in Computer
and Information Sciences from
University of Minnesota, but it hasn’t
held him back much. Don is currently a vice president at MTS Systems.
He has about 60 publication credits.

SOFTWARE
The code is available on Circuit
Cellar’s web site.

SOURCES
PIC Assembly language
Byte Craft Limited
(519) 888-6911
Fax: (519) 746-6751
www.bytecraft.com

world that perform these tests
(approximately $2K to $10K depending on the lab and amount of services
rendered.) The RFM Virtual Wire
Development Kit Manual contains an
excellent section on compliance with
several references to regulations, standards, and agencies. [4]

YOUR TURN
Well, there you have it. Armed with
the information we’ve provided, you
should be able to successfully implement a short-range wireless data link
using the RFM chip. It’s exciting that
the black art of UHF RF design has
been reduced to a chip level solution
that allows designers to use this technology without a comprehensive
background in RF. Good luck with
your applications! I
Authors’ note: The opinions and
ideas presented in this article are
those of the authors and not necessarily of their employers.
Tom Dahlin has 20 years of electronic
and microcontroller design experience. He is a design engineer in 3M’s
corporate research department. He
has written for Circuit Cellar and
EDN. He and Don won an award in
the 1991 Circuit Cellar design contest
for their entry, “A MIDI Controlled
Sound Sampler/Playback Unit.”
Don Krantz has been designing
microcontrollers and writing 8-bit
CIRCUIT CELLAR®

TR-3000
RF Monolithics, Inc.
(800) 704-6079
(972) 233-2903
Fax: (972) 387-8148
www.rfm.com
SX
Ubicom, Inc.
(650) 210-1500
Fax: (650) 210-8715
www.ubicom.com
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Links to research papers
University of Minnesota
Center for Distributed Robotics
www.cs.umn.edu/research/airvl/
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